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INTRODUCTION
The CO2 emissions have to be stopped - everyone agrees on this, whether they
are politicians, industry or consumers. In Germany, this goal should be brought
closer by the massive expansion of electro-mobility. To do this the automotive
industry has decided to follow an old strategy. In reality, the first electric cars were
on the street in the late 19th century using very large and heavy batteries built
into the body of the vehicle. That‘s exactly what VW, BMW, Renault and Tesla
copy today.
Our start up „Rentenergy“ was founded in December 2018 with the aim of highlighting solutions of the most significant problems of current electromobility and
reviving them with innovative ideas and concepts.
We believe that eMobility can only work on a nationwide basis and if it is accepted
and wanted by the customer. Unfortunately, we are still far from that today.
We have envisioned an electro-mobility future that saves money, time, and is
naturally more efficient. Instead of building heavy, big, expensive battery packs in
the car, we believe a shared battery infrastructure is the better solution. Our solution takes two different mobility concepts, electro-mobility and shared mobility,
and merges them to create something better.
Our concept is to develop modular battery packs that can be quickly swapped in
a car with no special tools. These modular batteries could be pre-charged and

easily picked up at charging stations located all over. To locate these pre-charged
batteries, consumer will use an app similar to current car sharing services.
These modular batteries can be used to power cars with a basic electrical drive
train (hybrids and EVs). They can be used for range extension or as a replacement
for the build in battery module. By using existing charging infrastructure (such as
homes and offices), we can massively increase the number of charging points for
our modular battery packs. The ease of availability for these battery packs and the
speed and simplicity of changing them, will help accelerate consumer adoption.
We are not proposing a massive change to what people are already doing. You
drive until you need fuel, you use an app (google maps) to find a gas station. You
stop of 5-10 minutes to refuel. Then you drive off to your final destination or until
you need to refuel. We are just changing the fuel that people use (modular battery
packs) and increasing the availability of places people can “re-fuel”. This should
help consumers to feel more secure with e-mobility and increase its adoption,
thereby significantly reduced CO2 emission from transport.
In any case, our solution has the potential to help Germany develop into a lesscarbon future. We are convinced of that.
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GENERAL FACTS ABOUT OUR CONCEPT
WEIGHT AND RANGE

CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE AND EASE OF USE

• Lower weight of the vehicles as only a few battery units are installed

• The battery change can be completed in a few seconds and can be completed

•

(one battery unit weighs approx. 10 kg and has at least 2.5 kWh power
at the beginning).
With our concept, 100 km can be realized with only 10kWh due to the
lower vehicle weight. So with just 6 or 8 units in a vehicle of middle
class size equals, the range would be between 150and 200 km.

COSTS AND BUSINESS MODEL

• The vehicle is cheaper to buy, because the battery does not need to

•

be purchased.
• No need to replace the complete battery system after 8 years
as in current EVs (>8000€)
Rentenergy owns the modular battery packs and rent them to drivers
as needed.
• Once the battery pack has reach the end of its useable lifetime,
the costs to replace the battery packs is born by renting “Active”
battery packs.

•

at petrol stations, other commercial suppliers or private individuals.
• Currently only 17000 charging stations serving mostly Western Germany
• Outside of Germany, only 7000 charging stations serving European Consumers
In addition to creating additional charging stations, our concept allows for
parallel driving/charging. While a consumer is driving, one of our battery packs
is being charged at a charging point. When the driver changes the battery, they
can keep driving and the dead battery pack can be charged. This system is
more efficient and much more comfortable for the end consumer to handle.
• Conventional e-mobility concepts only allow driving or charging, not both
simultaneously.

KEEPING PACE WITH INNOVATION

• Our concept allows us to keep pace with rapid innovation in battery technology. As batteries improve, we can adapt our modular battery concept
to the newest battery technology.
• The conventional solution doesn’t allow for this adaptation, because the
batteries are permanently installed into the vehicle. This leave the consumer
with a choice of the technology that is available when the car was built.

ELECTRO-MOBILITY
E-MOBILITY
Defines the use of electric vehicles

E-MOBILITY IN GERMANY
More climate protection, new markets, less reliance on fossil fuels:
Mobility will undergo major changes in the future. The evolution of e-mobility is a
trendsetting topic in German industries. Moreover:
Electric vehicles will be a major factor for the energy turnaround.
Throughout the world, e-mobility is the key to eco-friendly mobility. The operation of electric vehicles produces much less CO2, particularly with electricity from
renewable sources. Also with their built-in energy storage, electric vehicles will be
able to balance out any fluctuations in wind and solar power and thereby support
the expansion and market integration of this [...]*
* SOURCE: FEDERAL MINISTRY FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AND ENERGY

ELECTRO-MOBILITY
ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Besides local zero emission of the electric drive, electric vehicles
have other customer-relevant advantages:

• Generally higher purchase price despite government aids
• Lower range
• Great time expenditure for charging vehicle batteries compared to the

• High torque engine when standing
• Greater driving comfort due to quieter (inside and outside)
and low-vibration power train; no gear changes

• Better interior/vehicle size ratio (with vehicles conceptualized
•
•
•
•
•

as electric vehicles)
Less energy consumption; option of battery regeneration
and/or regenerative braking
Lower costs for fuel and/or electricity when charging at home
Higher service life / lower maintenance costs of the low-wear drive
Option of integrating the vehicle into the energy infrastructure (vehicle to grid)
Lower vehicle taxation in some states (in Germany only temporary)

•
•
•
•
•
•

refuelling of vehicles with diesel, petrol or natural gas engines
Limited amount of charging stations
Often there is no option for pulling loads
The batteries of some vehicles have a limited service life (some vehicle manufacturers therefore offer extended warranties for batteries at no extra charge)
Lack of service infrastructure (garages) in many parts of the world, particularly
in developing countries
Various, sometimes incompatible connector systems for charging
electric vehicles
No option to use heat loss of the engine to heat up the interior in cold
temperatures. The use of heating systems is to the detriment of the range

MARKET RESEARCH

“PREMIUM” PROJECT ON E-MOBILITY
“E-mobility is the mobility of the future“: 78 percent of the German population
agree with this, according to a representative study conducted by the CfM (Centre
for Market Research) at Passau University. For this study, 1,000 people were asked
for their opinion about e-mobility.
This study is part of a Federal research project called PREMIUM that is designed
to assess user behaviour and the owners‘ acceptance of electric vehicles to draw
conclusions as to which electrified drive concept is suitable for which type of user.
“This population-representative study is an indicator for the growing acceptance
of electric vehicles among society and provides important comparative values for
our project,” as Dr. Stefan Mang, CEO the of CfM, explains.

The study also shows that 13 percent of the German population have already driven an electric vehicle, on test runs or business rides. As it turns out, the
BMW i3 is the most tested model. “According the respondents, the decisive advantage of an electric vehicle compared to a conventional combustion vehicle is the
eco-friendliness of the vehicles,” Stefan Mang concludes. Maintenance costs and
fuel independence were also considered major benefits. But there is also a clear
ranking on the downsides, Mang says: “The reach and the high purchase costs are
still the decisive disadvantages of an electric vehicle compared to a conventional
combustion vehicle. Other downsides mentioned are the limited availability of
charging stations and the charging time. According to the respondents, the most
effective measure to make an electric vehicle more flexible would be to shorten
the charging time and to widen the charging infrastructure.” [...]*
* SOURCE: WWW.UNI-PASSAU.DE

PROBLEM
DRIVE THEN LOAD CONCEPT
Longer distances need to
be thoroughly planned
before departure

START

FINISH

ca 250 km

ca 180 km

Considerable time
loss due to long
charging times

SOLUTION
DRIVE AND LOAD CONCEPT

Extensive range with freely
installable RentEnergy
Powerstations with
up to 40 battery units
RentEnergy
Powerstation

Each household is a potential
charging station
(approx. 40 million in Germany)

•
•

licensed
households

gas stations
& service areas

Hardly any loss of
time due to fast
battery exchange
Thanks to RentEnergy longer distances
are no longer a
problem

The RentEnergy App monitors the charge
level of batteries in real time, receives
locations and capacities of potential
“re-loaders” and detects the nearest
option for a battery exchange

•

battery units are simply exchanged
Optional installation of smaller
battery units in the car
Weight saving due to smaller
battery units
Attractive business model for petrol
stations, service areas, traders or
private households

Existing infrastructure allows
for a quick and easy expansion
of the offering

START

FINISH
Refiller

ca 250 km

ca 180 km

DISADVANTAGES
•
•
•
•

ADVANTAGES
• No time loss due to charging,

Exchange process needs to be constructively included in the new vehicle generation
Security when dealing with battery units needs to be ensured
Misuse of battery units must be prevented
Concept must adhere to all regional legal protection rights regulations as well
as ECE homologation

Durch einen schnellen
Akkuwechsel entsteht
kaum Zeitverlust
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THE “RENTENERGY®” BUSINESS MODEL
The “RentEnergy®” system is based on the controlling and organizing “RentEnergy®”
app which communicates between the registered eMobility user, or “refiller”, and
the registered household or petrol station, service area, etc., the “reloader”.

The RentEnergy® app only mediates between supply and demand, and automatically sends a suggestion for the nearest Reloader locations to the Refiller. On
request, the app starts the navigation to the selected Reloader location.

Each „RentEnergy®“ user, refiller or reloader, needs to download the RentEnergy®
app and store their personal data including address, vehicle type and registration
number as well as credit card infor¬mation. This information serves as protection
of the Refiller and Reloader alike and also for a customer-friendly, cashless settlement once the empty batteries have been replaced by fully charged ones. As soon
as the Reloader can provide a fully charged battery unit, this information along
with the address is automatically sent to the RentEnergy® app.

Afterwards both parties, Refiller and Reloader, confirm the successful exchange of
batteries via the app. The costs for refilling are charged to the Refiller’s credit card
and paid to the Reloader.

As soon as the Refiller is in need of new or newly-charged battery units or the range of their vehicle has reached the defined threshold value, this information along
with the current location is automatically sent to the RentEnergy® app.

For the provision of the RentEnergy® app and for the rental/purchase of charging
stations and battery units, a small percentage of each transaction between Refiller
and Reloader is withheld.
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RENTENERGY® BATTERY UNITS
The pursued and already requested battery unit capacity is ~ 2.5 kWh. The units
should not weigh more than 9-10 kg and not exceed a size of 450 mm x 225 mm
x 150 mm (+/- 10 %). As this concept is mainly directed at petrol stations and
service areas as well as garages, lifting aids, etc. for optimizing the exchange
process can be developed and/or employed.
Evidently, users would save more time with our exchange method, offering ever
more effective and faster charging possibilities. However, we also need to focus
on the general simplification of the system.
Smaller battery units that are charged with household electricity that can be
directly charged from alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC) (a rectifier is

already built into the RentEnergy® charging unit) are more durable and easier to
install due to their thermal management (cooling through quick charge).
Also there’s always the option to react quickly to innovation leaps in storage technology (current storage research at BASF, Evonik and others - e.g. solid-state batteries!). Permanently installed battery units, on the other hand, often show outdated
storage technologies at their serial introduction as, generally, it takes several years
from vehicle development to SOP.
Another important aspect is the weight reduction of battery units and their impact
on the vehicle consumption.
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THE RENTENERGY® POWERSTATION
The charging unit terminal facilitates the autonomous exchange of rechargeable batterypacks.
Payment is made conveniently directly at the terminal via maestro or credit card
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THE „RENTENERGY®“ HOMESTATION
The charging unit socket for home users.
Compact design. Individually expandable.
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Is a young start-up company, founded in December 2018 based in
58840 Plettenberg.
DIRK KIESLICH CEO and Founder
STEFFEN REEDER Member of the Board
OLIVER STOLZENBERG Member of the Board
KIRK ANDERSON Technical Sales NAFTA Market
BINFENG HU Technical Sales China Market
CHRISTIN PANKOW Construction & conceptual implementation
CONTACT info@rentenergy.net

UNIQUE BENEFITS AND ATTRACTIVE
BUSINESS MODEL
• Maximizing the number of charging stations, potentially every household

•
•
•
•
•
•

and every petrol station and service area can be a Reloader
(approx. 40 million in Germany)
Service areas and inner-city petrol stations are still in place, however, with their
conventional charging-pole system their raison d’être would be questionable
Charging times are negligible as only fully-charged batteries may be
exchanged for empty ones
Exchange of low power batteries with charging / discharging cycle counters
ensured via RentEnergy®
With the Reloader-Refiller concept it is possible to equip vehicles with
considerably smaller battery units (4-10 pieces / 10 kg each)
RentEnergy® saves resources, reduces the weight and the consumption
of the vehicle
Innovation leaps in storage technology can be considered and
integrated promptly
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PILOT PHASE
PHASE 1
• Setup workshop
• Design and construction of the battery unit
• Acquire partners and suppliers
• Construction of a battery unit
• Tests and maturation
• Cooperations with institutes

PHASE 3
• Testing functionality
• Tests and maturation
• Cooperations with institutes

PHASE 6
• Final checks of the system, 1 vehicle
• Cooperations with institutes

TIMELINE				3 Month

EMPLOYEES				3

EMPLOYEES				3

COSTS (MATERIAL AND PERSONNEL)

COSTS (MATERIAL AND PERSONNEL)

TIMELINE				2 Month

400.000 €

PHASE 7
• Programming the APP
• Final checks of the system, 1 vehicle
• Cooperations with institutes

TIMELINE				3 Month
EMPLOYEES				3
COSTS (MATERIAL AND PERSONNEL)

400.000 €

PHASE 2
• Procurement of a suitable vehicle
• CAD data procurement
• Design and construction of the insert geometry
• Acquire partners and suppliers
• Introduction of the insertion geometry in the vehicle
• Design electronics and connectivity
• Tests and maturation
• Cooperations with institutes
TIMELINE				3 Month
EMPLOYEES				4
COSTS (MATERIAL AND PERSONNEL)

500.000 €

200.000 €

PHASE 4
• Create electronics layout
• CAD procurement / digitization
• Documentation rebuilding and testing
• Cooperations with institutes

TIMELINE				2 Month
EMPLOYEES				2

TIMELINE				2 Month

COSTS (MATERIAL AND PERSONNEL)

400.000 €

EMPLOYEES				2
COSTS (MATERIAL AND PERSONNEL)

300.000 €

PHASE 5
• Design and construction of the loading unit
• Acquire partners and suppliers
• Construction of a loading unit
• Tests and maturation
• Cooperations with institutes
TIMELINE				2 Month
EMPLOYEES				2
COSTS (MATERIAL AND PERSONNEL)

300.000 €

PHASE 8
• Implementation of the complete system in 10 vehicles:
• procurement vehicles
• Introduction of the insertion geometry in the vehicles
• Tests and maturation
• Cooperations with institutes
TIMELINE				5 Month
EMPLOYEES				5
COSTS (MATERIAL AND PERSONNEL)

1.100.000 €
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PHASE 9
Installation on vehicles and reloaders
• Construction of loading units and battery units
• Equip 10 households
• Tests and maturation
• Cooperations with institutes
TIMELINE				3 Month
EMPLOYEES				3
COSTS (MATERIAL AND PERSONNEL)

800.000 €

PHASE 10
Pilot phase Test run of the RentEnergy® concept
in a medium-sized town
(30,000 - 50,000 inhabitants)
• Trial phase with 10 vehicles, 40 battery units
and 10 charging units over 6 months

• Surveillance, documentation and maturation

INVESTMENT PILOT PHASE TOTAL
• 10 x Renault Zoe 22 KW or e.Go life
• Reconstruction, installation and construction
(40 x battery units)

TIMELINE				3 Month
EMPLOYEES				3
COSTS (MATERIAL AND PERSONNEL)

600.000 €

•
•
•
•

10 x household charging boxes (for 10 - 14 A / 230 V)
Programming „RentenergyApp“
Personnel costs
Building, remodeling and furnishings

REALIZATION

		

TOTAL			

28 Month
5.000.000 €

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
To find out more about the RentEnergy technology
we will be happy to assist you
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Dirk Kieslich (Founder and CEO)
Phone +49 (0) 172 27 42 736
E-Mail d.kieslich@rentenergy.net
www.rentenergy.net

